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WEDNESDAY 1ST JUNE 
 
06:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: SUGABABES This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. (HD) 
 
06:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
07:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
11:30 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 

 
12:00 MUSIC ALPHABET New to MTVNHD, Music Alphabet features all the hottest news and gossip on music, 

artists and more. What do Alicia Keys, Aliens and Aerosmith have in common with aphrodisiacs, aromatherapy and 
acupuncture? Be sure to check out the first episode and find out! The show is hosted by VJ Sarah Jane Crawford. 
 
13:30 MTV LIVE: ARCADE FIRE Canadian indie band Arcade Fire have risen to the status of rock royalty on 

the back of two albums that are already lauded as classics as well as the ability to reproduce their glorious anthemic 
sound live in concert. Indeed it's the band's almighty on-stage performances that have rock legends like David Bowie 
coming over all reverential when describing his admiration for a group which has seemingly come out of nowhere. Who 
better than MTVNHD to capture the might and majesty of Win Butler's band as they showcase latest album The Suburbs 
live in concert? And all in super-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
14:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
20:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
22:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
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Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
01:00 MTV LIVE TINIE TEMPAH Patrick Junior C. Okogwu, better known by his stage name Tinie Tempah, is 

a rapper, MC and the proud CEO of Disturbing London Records. Tinie gained national acclaim and chart success with 
the release of his major label debut single Pass Out, which went to Number 1 on the UK Singles Chart in March 2010. 
His debut album Disc-Overy was released in 2010 and debuted at Number 1 on the Official UK Album Chart. Find out 
what all the commotion is about in this live set for MTV. (HD) 
 
01:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
02:00 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
04:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

THURSDAY 2ND JUNE 
 
06:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
07:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
 
10:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
15:00 MTV LIVE TINIE TEMPAH Patrick Junior C. Okogwu, better known by his stage name Tinie Tempah, is 

a rapper, MC and the proud CEO of Disturbing London Records. Tinie gained national acclaim and chart success with 
the release of his major label debut single Pass Out, which went to Number 1 on the UK Singles Chart in March 2010. 
His debut album Disc-Overy was released in 2010 and debuted at Number 1 on the Official UK Album Chart. Find out 
what all the commotion is about in this live set for MTV. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 
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17:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
21:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
21:30 360 SESSIONS: MARK RONSON MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by the artists 

and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. In this episode, 
DJ, producer - of a certain Ms Amy Winehouse and performer Mark Ronson shows viewers around his New York home 
and studio. Later he plays his favourite tracks in a special performance from Brixton Academy in London. (HD) 

 
22:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
00:00 MTV LIVE: TEMPER TRAP With their choirboy vocals and panoramic pop/rock sound, Temper Trap 

began building an audience in Melbourne, Australia. They released their debut EP and word of the group's potential soon 
spread to other continents. Sweet Disposition, a U2-styled anthem, was released as the band's first single. It cracked the 
Top 40 in multiple countries and appeared in the film (500) Days of Summer, which helped the band increase their 
following in America. MTVNHD was there to film the band in all their live glory so saddle up, settle in and join us for 
Temper Trap live in HD! (HD) 

 
00:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
02:00 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

FRIDAY 3RD JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: PENDULUM Australian drum n bass outfit Pendulum's inclusion in this year's 

Rock am Ring line-up showed that the festival is becoming ever more eclectic and that it also has incredibly good taste! 
(HD) 
 
07:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
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11:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: N.E.R.D N.E.R.D. - or "No One Ever Really Dies" includes childhood friends 

Chad Hugo and Pharrell Williams, who previously worked together as the Neptunes and established themselves as 
giants in the field of pop production, whether they were working with hardcore rappers, smooth crooners or teen pop 
groups. Their eclectic tastes are evident in their latest album Nothing, although N.E.R.D. also know how to keep it simple 
and burn up the dance floor with killer hits like She Wants to Move. Catch the group in all their live glory in Live 
Vibrations a series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
20:30 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 
 
21:00 STORYTELLERS Storytellers is a series in which a singer/songwriter performs and tells stories about 
their life in the industry, writing lyrics, playing with other musicians, and their career in front of an intimate audience. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and 

giving fans an all access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast 
unique and stunning live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. 
(HD) 
 
23:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The 

show is essentially a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for 
putting that newly purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ 
presenting twenty videos. 
 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
02:00 360 SESSIONS: MARK RONSON MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by the artists 

and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. In this episode, 
DJ, producer - of a certain Ms Amy Winehouse and performer Mark Ronson shows viewers around his New York home 
and studio. Later he plays his favourite tracks in a special performance from Brixton Academy in London. (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

SATURDAY 4TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
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07:30 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 

 
08:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
09:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: SUGABABES This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. (HD) 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 

 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
12:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
14:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
15:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 MUSIC ALPHABET New to MTVNHD, Music Alphabet features all the hottest news and gossip on music, 

artists and more. What do Alicia Keys, Aliens and Aerosmith have in common with aphrodisiacs, aromatherapy and 
acupuncture? Be sure to check out the first episode and find out! The show is hosted by VJ Sarah Jane Crawford. 
 
19:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
20:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
21:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
22:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
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23:00 WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and giving fans an all 

access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast unique and stunning 
live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. (HD) 
 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
02:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: EDITORS The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Editors treated the Rock am Ring crowd to their new electronic sound, with tracks 
from latest album In This Light and On This Evening, as well as crowd favourites like Smokers Outside the Hospital 
Doors. (HD) 

 
03:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

SUNDAY 5TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 

 
06:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
08:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
09:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
11:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTV LIVE: TEMPER TRAP With their choirboy vocals and panoramic pop/rock sound, Temper Trap 

began building an audience in Melbourne, Australia. They released their debut EP and word of the group's potential soon 
spread to other continents. Sweet Disposition, a U2-styled anthem, was released as the band's first single. It cracked the 
Top 40 in multiple countries and appeared in the film (500) Days of Summer, which helped the band increase their 
following in America. MTVNHD was there to film the band in all their live glory so saddle up, settle in and join us for 
Temper Trap live in HD! (HD) 

 
14:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 *** PREMIERE*** HD LIVE COUNTDOWN Follow MTV's live performances in exclusive HD.  Check back 
every week to see which of your favorite artists are topping the charts. (HD) 
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18:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
21:00 *** PREMIERE*** 360 SESSIONS: MANIC STREET PREACHERS 360 Sessions meets Welsh rockers 

Manic Street Preachers on their home turf, where they perform exclusive tracks from their latest album Postcards from a 
Young Man, the band's tenth album to date! In pre-release interviews, bassist Nicky Wire compared the record to 
Aerosmith album Pump, saying that "It's going to be an amazing album...Send Away The Tigers was Permanent 
Vacation, this next one is our Pump." (HD) 
 
22:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 
 
22:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
23:00 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 
 
23:30 *** PREMIERE*** MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted 

thematic countdown MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock 
Songs or Top 20 One Hit Wonders. 
 
01:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

MONDAY 6TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 

 
07:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
08:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
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includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 

 
15:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
17:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
20:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
21:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
22:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 

 
23:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 
 
00:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
02:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

TUESDAY 7TH JUNE 
 
06:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
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includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
07:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
10:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
14:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
20:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
22:00 360 SESSIONS: MANIC STREET PREACHERS 360 Sessions meets Welsh rockers Manic Street 

Preachers on their home turf, where they perform exclusive tracks from their latest album Postcards from a Young Man, 
the band's tenth album to date! In pre-release interviews, bassist Nicky Wire compared the record to Aerosmith album 
Pump, saying that "It's going to be an amazing album...Send Away The Tigers was Permanent Vacation, this next one is 
our Pump." (HD) 

 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 PAPA ROACH Showcasing a sound that the band describe as harder and faster 

than previous material, Californian rockers Papa Roach took on a crowd that are perfectly at home with the concepts of 
hard and fast at Germanys premiere music festival, Rock am Ring. With hardcore tracks from their latest album, 
Metamorphosis, the band treated the boys and girls in the mosh pit to a stomping set, featuring the likes of Dead Cell, 
Done with You and Last Resort. Rock on! (HD) 
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01:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 

 
02:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
03:30 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 

 
04:30 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

WEDNESDAY 8TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 

 
07:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 

 
07:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
12:00 MUSIC ALPHABET New to MTVNHD, Music Alphabet features all the hottest news and gossip on music, 

artists and more. What do Alicia Keys, Aliens and Aerosmith have in common with aphrodisiacs, aromatherapy and 
acupuncture? Be sure to check out the first episode and find out! The show is hosted by VJ Sarah Jane Crawford. 
 
13:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 

 
15:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
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20:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
20:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
22:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE Are you ready to rock? You better be, because 

Bullet For My Valentine are taking no prisoners as they hit the stage of Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival. The 
Welsh metal heads show why they've won Kerrang's best British Metal Act award a record three times, treating the mosh 
pit to a thunderous set with tracks from their extensive back catalogue and latest album The Dissent of Man. (HD) 
 
23:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 SLIPKNOT Germanys Rock am Ring festival is one of the biggest, noisiest rock festivals 

in the world. And few bands come bigger and noisier than Slipknot, so who better to get Rock am Rings mosh-pit going 
crazy? Americas favourite metal heads ripped through an incredible set at the 2009 festival, featuring crowd-pleasers like 
Sulfur, Vermillion, The Blister Exists and Before I Forget. So join MTVNHD and Slipknot for some monster rock - all in 
scalpel-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
01:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 

 
02:00 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
04:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

THURSDAY 9TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
07:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
11:30 ISLE OF MTV 2009 METRO STATION Remember the summer? Remember when L.A. band Metro Station 

rocked the Isle of MTV festival with a barnstorming set featuring Shake It - an absolutely massive hit across Europe in 
2009? Nope? Well, let MTV jog your memory and take you all the way back to Malta - not that we're at all desperate for 
some sun, sea, sand and.. well, just the sun would do, actually. Nope, it's all about the music, not the weather. Just ask 
Metro Station. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 
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13:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
14:30 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: GOSSIP This year, the Gossip gave one of the most memorable performances of 

the2010 Rock Am Ring. The audience was treated to a selection of songs from their critically-acclaimed albums Standing 
in the Way of Control and Music for Men. Among the hits performed by Beth Ditto and co were Four Letter Word, 
ListenUp!, Heavy Cross and many others. (HD) 
 
20:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
21:30 360 SESSIONS: MANIC STREET PREACHERS 360 Sessions meets Welsh rockers Manic Street 

Preachers on their home turf, where they perform exclusive tracks from their latest album Postcards from a Young Man, 
the band's tenth album to date! In pre-release interviews, bassist Nicky Wire compared the record to Aerosmith album 
Pump, saying that "It's going to be an amazing album...Send Away The Tigers was Permanent Vacation, this next one is 
our Pump." (HD) 

 
22:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 
 
00:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 
 
00:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
02:00 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

FRIDAY 10TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTV LIVE: ARCADE FIRE Canadian indie band Arcade Fire have risen to the status of rock royalty on 

the back of two albums that are already lauded as classics as well as the ability to reproduce their glorious anthemic 
sound live in concert. Indeed it's the band's almighty on-stage performances that have rock legends like David Bowie 
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coming over all reverential when describing his admiration for a group which has seemingly come out of nowhere. Who 
better than MTVNHD to capture the might and majesty of Win Butler's band as they showcase latest album The Suburbs 
live in concert? And all in super-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
07:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
15:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show 

where Black Swan Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each 
other, James Franco, Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST 
JAW-DROPPING MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert 
Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category 
BEST LINE FROM A MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the 
heels of the flicks two nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a 
golden popcorn statue last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones 
hilarious performance in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam 
Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high 
definition! (HD) 
 
21:00 STORYTELLERS Storytellers is a series in which a singer/songwriter performs and tells stories about 
their life in the industry, writing lyrics, playing with other musicians, and their career in front of an intimate audience. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and 

giving fans an all access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast 
unique and stunning live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. 
(HD) 
 
23:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The 

show is essentially a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for 
putting that newly purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ 
presenting twenty videos. 
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01:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 

 
02:00 360 SESSIONS: MANIC STREET PREACHERS 360 Sessions meets Welsh rockers Manic Street 

Preachers on their home turf, where they perform exclusive tracks from their latest album Postcards from a Young Man, 
the band's tenth album to date! In pre-release interviews, bassist Nicky Wire compared the record to Aerosmith album 
Pump, saying that "It's going to be an amazing album...Send Away The Tigers was Permanent Vacation, this next one is 
our Pump." (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

SATURDAY 11TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: PENDULUM Australian drum n bass outfit Pendulum's inclusion in this year's 

Rock am Ring line-up showed that the festival is becoming ever more eclectic and that it also has incredibly good taste! 
(HD) 

 
07:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
08:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
09:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
10:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
12:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
14:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 MUSIC ALPHABET New to MTVNHD, Music Alphabet features all the hottest news and gossip on music, 

artists and more. What do Alicia Keys, Aliens and Aerosmith have in common with aphrodisiacs, aromatherapy and 
acupuncture? Be sure to check out the first episode and find out! The show is hosted by VJ Sarah Jane Crawford. 
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19:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
19:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 

 
21:00 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 
 
23:00 WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and giving fans an all 

access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast unique and stunning 
live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. (HD) 
 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: RISE AGAINST The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Rise Against, Chicago's finest punk rockers, had the mosh pit going mental at 
this year's Rock am Ring, proving themselves the rightful heirs to punk legends like Black Flag and Minor Threat. (HD) 

 
02:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: N.E.R.D N.E.R.D. - or "No One Ever Really Dies" includes childhood friends 

Chad Hugo and Pharrell Williams, who previously worked together as the Neptunes and established themselves as 
giants in the field of pop production, whether they were working with hardcore rappers, smooth crooners or teen pop 
groups. Their eclectic tastes are evident in their latest album Nothing, although N.E.R.D. also know how to keep it simple 
and burn up the dance floor with killer hits like She Wants to Move. Catch the group in all their live glory in Live 
Vibrations a series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
03:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

SUNDAY 12TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 

 
07:00 MTV LIVE: ARCADE FIRE Canadian indie band Arcade Fire have risen to the status of rock royalty on 

the back of two albums that are already lauded as classics as well as the ability to reproduce their glorious anthemic 
sound live in concert. Indeed it's the band's almighty on-stage performances that have rock legends like David Bowie 
coming over all reverential when describing his admiration for a group which has seemingly come out of nowhere. Who 
better than MTVNHD to capture the might and majesty of Win Butler's band as they showcase latest album The Suburbs 
live in concert? And all in super-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
08:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
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08:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 *** PREMIERE*** HD LIVE COUNTDOWN Follow MTV's live performances in exclusive HD.  Check back 

every week to see which of your favorite artists are topping the charts. (HD) 
 
18:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
21:00 360 SESSIONS: STEREOPHONICS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by 

the artists and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out 
about the personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home 
towns. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another 

edition of the hit MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove 
Armada and Orbital. Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! 
This month, it`s Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, 
including hits such as Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
23:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 

 
23:30 *** PREMIERE*** MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted 

thematic countdown MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock 
Songs or Top 20 One Hit Wonders. 
 
01:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 
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MONDAY 13TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 
 
08:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 
 
15:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
17:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
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20:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
21:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
23:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
00:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE Are you ready to rock? You better be, because 

Bullet For My Valentine are taking no prisoners as they hit the stage of Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival. The 
Welsh metal heads show why they've won Kerrang's best British Metal Act award a record three times, treating the mosh 
pit to a thunderous set with tracks from their extensive back catalogue and latest album The Dissent of Man. (HD) 
 
02:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

TUESDAY 14TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 

 
07:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
08:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: PENDULUM Australian drum n bass outfit Pendulum's inclusion in this year's 

Rock am Ring line-up showed that the festival is becoming ever more eclectic and that it also has incredibly good taste! 
(HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
11:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
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15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 

 
21:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
22:00 360 SESSIONS: STEREOPHONICS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by 

the artists and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out 
about the personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home 
towns. (HD) 
 
23:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 

 
00:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
02:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
03:30 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
 
04:30 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

WEDNESDAY 15TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
07:00 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
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nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 

 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
11:30 MTV LIVE TINIE TEMPAH Patrick Junior C. Okogwu, better known by his stage name Tinie Tempah, is 

a rapper, MC and the proud CEO of Disturbing London Records. Tinie gained national acclaim and chart success with 
the release of his major label debut single Pass Out, which went to Number 1 on the UK Singles Chart in March 2010. 
His debut album Disc-Overy was released in 2010 and debuted at Number 1 on the Official UK Album Chart. Find out 
what all the commotion is about in this live set for MTV. (HD) 

 
12:00 MUSIC ALPHABET New to MTVNHD, Music Alphabet features all the hottest news and gossip on music, 

artists and more. What do Alicia Keys, Aliens and Aerosmith have in common with aphrodisiacs, aromatherapy and 
acupuncture? Be sure to check out the first episode and find out! The show is hosted by VJ Sarah Jane Crawford. 
 
13:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
14:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
21:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
22:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
23:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 
 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: BAD RELIGION Germany's Rock Am Ring Festival has taken on an increasingly 

broad range of musical styles over the years, stretching way beyond the fringes of rock and metal. But for all the novelty 
acts gracing its stages, the festival has also kept faith with the old school and none come more old school than LA punk 
rockers Bad Religion. The group has been around since the late '70s, building a loyal fan base and garnering a critical 
reputation that most groups can only dream of. And MTVNHD was at the Ring to capture all the best bits of the band's 
blistering 2010 set. Rock on and on!! (HD) 
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02:00 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
04:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

THURSDAY 16TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
07:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
08:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2011 The 2011 MTV Movie Awards is the only awards show where Black Swan 

Academy Award® winner Natalie Portman and Jackass 3D star Steve-O will compete against each other, James Franco, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ellen Page and Bieber-fever to see who takes home the popcorn for BEST JAW-DROPPING 
MOMENT. Meanwhile, newcomer Jesse Eisenberg will try to tackle Movie Award vets Robert Pattinson, Taylor Lautner, 
Daniel Radcliffe and Zac Efron for BEST MALE PERFORMANCE. In the brand-new category BEST LINE FROM A 
MOVIE, The Social Network takes on Inception, Grown Ups and Easy A not once, but twice on the heels of the flicks two 
nods for this years most memorable dialogue. And while Zack Galifianakis walked away with a golden popcorn statue 
last year in BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE, this go-round lone female nominee Emma Stones hilarious performance 
in Easy A will attempt to tickle the funny bones of voters over infamous comedic actors Adam Sandler, Ashton Kutcher, 
Russell Brand and Zach Galifianakis. Now, the viewers can catch all the action in high definition! (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: PENDULUM Australian drum n bass outfit Pendulum's inclusion in this year's 

Rock am Ring line-up showed that the festival is becoming ever more eclectic and that it also has incredibly good taste! 
(HD) 

 
14:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
19:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
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been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
20:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
21:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 

 
21:30 360 SESSIONS: STEREOPHONICS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by 

the artists and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out 
about the personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home 
towns. (HD) 
 
22:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
23:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
00:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
02:00 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
07:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
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11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 

 
15:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
20:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 

 
21:00 STORYTELLERS Storytellers is a series in which a singer/songwriter performs and tells stories about 
their life in the industry, writing lyrics, playing with other musicians, and their career in front of an intimate audience. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and 

giving fans an all access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast 
unique and stunning live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. 
(HD) 
 
23:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The 

show is essentially a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for 
putting that newly purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ 
presenting twenty videos. 
 
01:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
02:00 360 SESSIONS: STEREOPHONICS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by 

the artists and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out 
about the personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home 
towns. (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

SATURDAY 18TH JUNE 
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06:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
07:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
08:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
09:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: KISS Rock gods Kiss descended on Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival 

wielding thunderbolts and lightning in the form of massive hits like I Was Made for Loving You, Crazy Crazy Nights and 
the uber-anthemic God Gave Rock n Roll to You. The band may have been around for decades but on the strength of 
this headlining performance Gene Simmons and co will be clowning around for some time to come. Rock on and on and 
on! (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
12:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
14:30 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
20:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: PENDULUM Australian drum n bass outfit Pendulum's inclusion in this year's 

Rock am Ring line-up showed that the festival is becoming ever more eclectic and that it also has incredibly good taste! 
(HD) 
 
21:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
22:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 

 
23:00 WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and giving fans an all 

access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast unique and stunning 
live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. (HD) 
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00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 
 
01:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 
 
02:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 
 
03:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

SUNDAY 19TH JUNE 

 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 

 
07:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: KLAXONS The Klaxons seemingly came out of nowhere to claim the much 

coveted Mercury Music Prize in 2008 with debut album Myths of the Near Future, convincing the judges and public alike 
that their unique sound was as much a step-forward as a look back. Since then, the band has gone from strength to 
strength, releasing follow-up album Surfing the Void and continuing to impress as a live act. Catch the band in all their 
groove-riding live glory, with MTVNHD in majestic HD! (HD) 
 
08:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
09:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 

 
11:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: MGMT MGMT may just be the most inventive band on the planet right 

now, blending psychedellia, pop, rock and their own brand of eccentricity to create a sound that is as thrilling as it is 
unique. The New Yorkers have managed to throw surprises at every turn and new album Congratulations was no 
disappointment. It also won the band a whole host of new fans and made their live shows one of the hottest tickets in 
town. Didn't manage to get your hands on one? Fear not: MTVNHD has the best seat in the house with Live Vibrations a 
series of concerts, produced especially for MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
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14:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 *** PREMIERE*** HD LIVE COUNTDOWN Follow MTV's live performances in exclusive HD.  Check back 

every week to see which of your favorite artists are topping the charts. (HD) 
 
18:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
21:00 *** PREMIERE*** 360 SESSIONS: MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music 

series driven entirely by the artists and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff 
and Copenhagen. Emo favourites My Chemical Romance take us round their home state of New Jersey and play songs 
exclusively for MTV! (HD) 
 
22:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
23:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 
 
23:30 *** PREMIERE*** MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted 

thematic countdown MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock 
Songs or Top 20 One Hit Wonders. 
 
01:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

MONDAY 20TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
07:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 MTV LIVE TINIE TEMPAH Patrick Junior C. Okogwu, better known by his stage name Tinie Tempah, is 

a rapper, MC and the proud CEO of Disturbing London Records. Tinie gained national acclaim and chart success with 
the release of his major label debut single Pass Out, which went to Number 1 on the UK Singles Chart in March 2010. 
His debut album Disc-Overy was released in 2010 and debuted at Number 1 on the Official UK Album Chart. Find out 
what all the commotion is about in this live set for MTV. (HD) 
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10:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 

 
14:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
15:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
17:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: KISS Rock gods Kiss descended on Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival 

wielding thunderbolts and lightning in the form of massive hits like I Was Made for Loving You, Crazy Crazy Nights and 
the uber-anthemic God Gave Rock n Roll to You. The band may have been around for decades but on the strength of 
this headlining performance Gene Simmons and co will be clowning around for some time to come. Rock on and on and 
on! (HD) 
 
22:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 SLIPKNOT Germanys Rock am Ring festival is one of the biggest, noisiest rock festivals 

in the world. And few bands come bigger and noisier than Slipknot, so who better to get Rock am Rings mosh-pit going 
crazy? Americas favourite metal heads ripped through an incredible set at the 2009 festival, featuring crowd-pleasers like 
Sulfur, Vermillion, The Blister Exists and Before I Forget. So join MTVNHD and Slipknot for some monster rock - all in 
scalpel-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
02:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

TUESDAY 21ST JUNE 

 
06:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
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07:00 ON SET WITH NDUBZ Ever wondered how long Tulesa takes in make-up, what breed of dog Fazer owns or 

what Dappy's favorite food is? MTVNHD gets an exclusive VIP pass behind the scenes of the latest N Dubz video, 
'Morning Star' to reveal all. (HD) 
 
07:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
11:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
14:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
21:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
22:00 360 SESSIONS: MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven 

entirely by the artists and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and 
Copenhagen. Emo favourites My Chemical Romance take us round their home state of New Jersey and play songs 
exclusively for MTV! (HD) 
 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 
 
00:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
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01:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
02:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
03:30 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
 
04:30 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

WEDNESDAY 22ND JUNE 
 
06:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
07:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
15:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
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Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
20:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
21:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 

 
22:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: BAD RELIGION Germany's Rock Am Ring Festival has taken on an increasingly 

broad range of musical styles over the years, stretching way beyond the fringes of rock and metal. But for all the novelty 
acts gracing its stages, the festival has also kept faith with the old school and none come more old school than LA punk 
rockers Bad Religion. The group has been around since the late '70s, building a loyal fan base and garnering a critical 
reputation that most groups can only dream of. And MTVNHD was at the Ring to capture all the best bits of the band's 
blistering 2010 set. Rock on and on!! (HD) 
 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 

 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: RISE AGAINST The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Rise Against, Chicago's finest punk rockers, had the mosh pit going mental at 
this year's Rock am Ring, proving themselves the rightful heirs to punk legends like Black Flag and Minor Threat. (HD) 
 
02:00 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
04:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

THURSDAY 23RD JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 

 
08:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
11:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
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12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
14:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
19:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
20:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
21:30 360 SESSIONS: MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven 

entirely by the artists and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and 
Copenhagen. Emo favourites My Chemical Romance take us round their home state of New Jersey and play songs 
exclusively for MTV! (HD) 

 
22:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
00:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
02:00 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 

 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

FRIDAY 24TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
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07:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
11:30 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
20:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
21:00 STORYTELLERS Storytellers is a series in which a singer/songwriter performs and tells stories about 
their life in the industry, writing lyrics, playing with other musicians, and their career in front of an intimate audience. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and 

giving fans an all access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast 
unique and stunning live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. 
(HD) 
 
23:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The 

show is essentially a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for 
putting that newly purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ 
presenting twenty videos. 
 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 PAPA ROACH Showcasing a sound that the band describe as harder and faster 

than previous material, Californian rockers Papa Roach took on a crowd that are perfectly at home with the concepts of 
hard and fast at Germanys premiere music festival, Rock am Ring. With hardcore tracks from their latest album, 
Metamorphosis, the band treated the boys and girls in the mosh pit to a stomping set, featuring the likes of Dead Cell, 
Done with You and Last Resort. Rock on! (HD) 
 
02:00 360 SESSIONS: MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven 

entirely by the artists and filmed in major cities around the world, including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and 
Copenhagen. Emo favourites My Chemical Romance take us round their home state of New Jersey and play songs 
exclusively for MTV! (HD) 
 
03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 
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SATURDAY 25TH JUNE 
 
06:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 

 
07:00 MTV LIVE: ARCADE FIRE Canadian indie band Arcade Fire have risen to the status of rock royalty on 

the back of two albums that are already lauded as classics as well as the ability to reproduce their glorious anthemic 
sound live in concert. Indeed it's the band's almighty on-stage performances that have rock legends like David Bowie 
coming over all reverential when describing his admiration for a group which has seemingly come out of nowhere. Who 
better than MTVNHD to capture the might and majesty of Win Butler's band as they showcase latest album The Suburbs 
live in concert? And all in super-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
08:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: GOSSIP This year, the Gossip gave one of the most memorable performances of 

the2010 Rock Am Ring. The audience was treated to a selection of songs from their critically-acclaimed albums Standing 
in the Way of Control and Music for Men. Among the hits performed by Beth Ditto and co were Four Letter Word, 
ListenUp!, Heavy Cross and many others. (HD) 

 
09:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
 
09:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
10:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
12:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
14:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
20:30 MTV LIVE: ARCADE FIRE Canadian indie band Arcade Fire have risen to the status of rock royalty on 

the back of two albums that are already lauded as classics as well as the ability to reproduce their glorious anthemic 
sound live in concert. Indeed it's the band's almighty on-stage performances that have rock legends like David Bowie 
coming over all reverential when describing his admiration for a group which has seemingly come out of nowhere. Who 
better than MTVNHD to capture the might and majesty of Win Butler's band as they showcase latest album The Suburbs 
live in concert? And all in super-sharp HD! (HD) 
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21:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
23:00 WORLD STAGE With the launch of World Stage in 2009 MTV is breaking down the walls and giving fans an all 

access pass to the worlds most explosive musical showcase ever. Each week MTV will broadcast unique and stunning 
live concerts, shot by the most creative directors and staged in various locations around the world. (HD) 

 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE Are you ready to rock? You better be, because 

Bullet For My Valentine are taking no prisoners as they hit the stage of Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival. The 
Welsh metal heads show why they've won Kerrang's best British Metal Act award a record three times, treating the mosh 
pit to a thunderous set with tracks from their extensive back catalogue and latest album The Dissent of Man. (HD) 
 
01:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
03:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

SUNDAY 26TH JUNE 
 
06:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
07:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
 
08:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 
 
08:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
09:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
11:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 JULIETTE LEWIS Many of Hollywoods finest have tried to make the leap from movie 

star to rock god or goddess and most have crashed and burned. Well, Juliette Lewis has pulled off the trick, not only 
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guiding the Licks through three full studio albums, but also catapulting them on to the stages of some of the worlds 
biggest music festivals. Here she casts her spell on the audience of Germanys Rock am Ring festival, with killer tracks 
like Purgatory Blues, Death of a Whore and Suicide Dive Bombers. (HD) 
 
15:00 ON SET WITH NICOLE SCHERZINGER Shot on location in LA, global pop star Nicole Scherzinger invites 

along to the making of her second solo single 'Don't Hold Your Breath'. This show provides behind the scenes, exclusive 
access to Nicole, from costume changes to 'Nicole eating chocolate cake shocker' -  intimate insight into what really goes 
into making a music video. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 *** PREMIERE*** HD LIVE COUNTDOWN Follow MTV's live performances in exclusive HD.  Check back 
every week to see which of your favorite artists are topping the charts. (HD) 

 
18:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
19:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: THE HIVES The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Howlin Pete Almquist and co tore into a typically supercharged set, as Swedish 
garage rockers The Hives reminded the Rock am Ring crowd exactly who rules the roost when it comes to strutting a 
stage like you really, really mean it. (HD) 
 
21:00 360 SESSIONS: LITTLE BOOTS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by the artists 

and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out about the 
personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home towns. (HD) 
 
22:00 *** PREMIERE*** MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s 

 brand new concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s 
Cee Lo Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with 
Gnarls Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including 
 hits such as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June 
on MTVNHD! (HD) 

 
23:00 MTV LIVE TINIE TEMPAH Patrick Junior C. Okogwu, better known by his stage name Tinie Tempah, is 

a rapper, MC and the proud CEO of Disturbing London Records. Tinie gained national acclaim and chart success with 
the release of his major label debut single Pass Out, which went to Number 1 on the UK Singles Chart in March 2010. 
His debut album Disc-Overy was released in 2010 and debuted at Number 1 on the Official UK Album Chart. Find out 
what all the commotion is about in this live set for MTV. (HD) 
 
23:30 *** PREMIERE*** MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted 

thematic countdown MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock 
Songs or Top 20 One Hit Wonders. 
 
01:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 

 
 

MONDAY 27TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
07:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 
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10:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
11:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
14:30 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 
 
15:30 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
17:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
20:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 

 
21:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MANDO DIAO Swedish alternative rockers Mando Diao have built a loyal following 

not only in their home nation, but also in Germany and more recently the UK, so no surprise that they received a warm 
welcome upon taking to the stage of the almighty Rock am Ring festival. Fans old and new were treated to a storming 
set which included songs from their hugely impressive back catalogue, including crowd-favourite God Knows, as well as 
cuts from their latest album, Give Me Fire. (HD) 
 
22:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
00:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 
 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: DIZZEE RASCAL Dizzee Rascal has risen from the Grime scene's most gifted 

challenger to become the de facto Heavyweight Champion of the British charts. A glittering run of Number 1 singles 
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makes his position unquestionable and he was back for more fun at last year's Rock am Ring festival. If you thought 
Holiday and Bonkers sounded good on your mp3 player, wait till you hear it booming out live from the Ring's massive 
sound system. Rock on! (HD) 
 
02:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

TUESDAY 28TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 

 
07:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 CHRIS CORNELL As frontman for two of the biggest rock acts in the world, Chris 

Cornell has definitely earned his stripes. It also means he can draw on an incredible back catalogue of hits. Catch the 
SoundGarden and AudioSlave singer live from Germanys Rock am Ring festival, as he pumps out crowd-pleasers 
including Black Hole Sun, Cochise and Part of Me. (HD) 
 
08:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 

 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ISLE OF MTV 2010: SCISSOR SISTERS Isle of MTV took place this year on the sun-kissed island of Malta, a 

venue tailor made for the likes of Scissor Sisters, a band whose dress code has always erred on the side of minimal. 
Yep, Jake Shears and co are more than comfortable when proceedings get hot and sweaty, particularly when there's a 
crowd of bikini-clad hedonists baying for killer hits like I Don't Feel Like Dancin' and Filthy/Gorgeous. The year 2010 has 
been a breakthrough for the Sisters, who can now legitimately claim to be one of the biggest dance acts in the world. 
Come find out why, with MTV in sizzling hot HD in Malta! (HD) 

 
11:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
20:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
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21:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
22:00 360 SESSIONS: LITTLE BOOTS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by the artists 

and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out about the 
personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home towns. (HD) 
 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE Are you ready to rock? You better be, because 

Bullet For My Valentine are taking no prisoners as they hit the stage of Germany's massive Rock am Ring festival. The 
Welsh metal heads show why they've won Kerrang's best British Metal Act award a record three times, treating the mosh 
pit to a thunderous set with tracks from their extensive back catalogue and latest album The Dissent of Man. (HD) 
 
00:30 ROCK AM RING 2010: JAY-Z The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. The Jigga gets around these days, bringing hip hop out of the ghetto and into the 
fields of Europe's biggest music festivals and few come any bigger than Rock am Ring. (HD) 
 
02:00 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
03:30 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 

 
04:30 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

WEDNESDAY 29TH JUNE 
 
06:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
08:00 JET LIVE IN THE USA 2009 Aussie rockers Jet have earned a hard-won reputation as one of the world's 

best live acts. Want proof? MTV brings you the band live in concert from America, with a career-spanning set that 
includes old favorites like Are You Gonna Be My Girl?, as well as cuts from their latest album, Shaka Rock. Join MTV for 
the best seat in the house, all in razor-sharp HD! (HD) 
 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 
 
11:30 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: LOSTPROPHETS This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Lost Prophets held the prestigious slot of the 
headline band at the Roundhouse on the closing night of ward-winning city festival the Camden Crawl, playing tracks 
from latest album The Betrayed, which went top 3 in the UK. (HD) 

 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
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Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
14:30 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 

 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
19:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: SLASH The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Slash rocked the Rock am Ring stage like the troubadour of old, with his trusty old 
axe, but alas, no Axl - well, at least one of them has moved on. (HD) 
 
20:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
22:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
23:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: RISE AGAINST The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing 

and one thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, 
a fact reflected in its super-stellar line-up. Rise Against, Chicago's finest punk rockers, had the mosh pit going mental at 
this year's Rock am Ring, proving themselves the rightful heirs to punk legends like Black Flag and Minor Threat. (HD) 

 
01:00 ROCK AM RING 2009 PAPA ROACH Showcasing a sound that the band describe as harder and faster 

than previous material, Californian rockers Papa Roach took on a crowd that are perfectly at home with the concepts of 
hard and fast at Germanys premiere music festival, Rock am Ring. With hardcore tracks from their latest album, 
Metamorphosis, the band treated the boys and girls in the mosh pit to a stomping set, featuring the likes of Dead Cell, 
Done with You and Last Resort. Rock on! (HD) 
 
02:00 MTV ESSENTIALS HD Essentials are the videos the viewer needs to see in HD. The show is essentially 

a showcase of the very best music videos in High Definition and the stories behind them ideal for putting that newly 
purchased HD home entertainment system to the test! The weekly two hour show features a VJ presenting twenty 
videos. 
 
04:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

THURSDAY 30TH JUNE 
 
06:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
07:00 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: DIDDY DIRTY MONEY When P.Diddy's not jet-skiing round St Tropez, 

cutting deals on his massive yacht, schmoozing with fellow A-List celebs and generally acting like an international 
playboy, he still finds time for doing what he does best bringing the beats! Remind yourself why Mr Diddy became 
famous in the first place, as MTV presents this body-rocking live extravaganza. (HD) 
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07:30 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 

 
09:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
10:00 ROCK AM RING 2010: MUSE The revellers at this year's Rock am Ring were there for one thing and one 

thing alone: to rock! Yup, Germany's biggest, baddest music festival is among the world's premier music events, a fact 
reflected in its super-stellar line-up. (HD) 
 
12:00 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
13:30 RADIOHEAD - LIVE FROM THE BASEMENT This 2008 live video album by alternative rock aristocrats 

Radiohead features live performances of songs from their sublime album In Rainbows, including the brilliant Nude and 
All I Need, as well as older tracks such as Myxomatosis, Optimistic, Where I End and You Begin and The Gloaming. The 
best live band in the world? Prepare to be convinced. (HD) 

 
15:00 MTV LIVE AT CAMDEN CRAWL 2010: PLAN B This year's Camden Crawl saw a whole host of 

established and up-and-coming acts hitting Londons glittering and uber-trendy Camden Town, across more than 40 
venues and featuring over 150 different acts, events and after-show parties. Plan B He raps, he sings, he makes up evil, 
cunning plans like world domination of the pop charts - well, he's halfway there. (HD) 
 
15:30 HD MUSIC An extended music mix of non interrupted bliss for your listening pleasure. 

 
17:00 MTV TOP 20 Take a time-out for MTV's Top 20, all in super-sharp HD! In this hosted thematic countdown 

MTV counts down the best music of all times. Every week, check out MTVs Top 20 Best Rock Songs or Top 20 One Hit 
Wonders. 
 
19:00 MTV LIVE: SUM 41 On March 12, one of Spains hottest spots- Valencia- held another edition of the hit 

MTV Winter Festival, with impressive line up including the likes of My Chemical Romance, Groove Armada and Orbital. 
Starting June, MTVNHD will bring you the very best moments and performances in glorious HD! This month, it`s 
Canadian punk rockers Sum 41 who treated the crowd of 40 000 music fans to an explosive set, including hits such as 
Screaming Bloody Murder ,Still Waiting and Hell Song. (HD) 
 
20:00 PEARL JAM LIVE - AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Join MTV for Pearl Jam's powerful set at Austin City Limits. The 

Seattle rockers, whose new album Backspacer earned the group their first No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 13 years, treated 
fans to new songs, including the gorgeous Just Breathe, vintage hits, covers (the Police's Driven To Tears), and a 
special guest - Ben Harper sitting in on lap steel for a searing Red Mosquito. (HD) 
 
21:30 360 SESSIONS: LITTLE BOOTS MTV's 360 SESSIONS is a unique music series driven entirely by the artists 

and filmed in major cities around the world including New York, LA, London, Cardiff and Copenhagen. Find out about the 
personalities behind the performances, as the world's leading music acts take you on a tour of their home towns. (HD) 
 
22:30 ROCK AM RING 2009 MARILYN MANSON Get in the ring with Marilyn Manson as he performs at the Rock am 

Ring, Germanys premiere music festival. His Unholiness is an old hand when it comes to playing to massive crowds, and 
few crowds come more massive than this one. Here, he plays a batch of crowd-pleasers, including Sweet Dreams and 
Disposable Teens, as well as fresher-faced tracks from his most recent album, The High End of Low. (HD) 
 
23:30 MTVNHD LIVE VIBRATIONS: CEE LO GREEN MTVNHD Live Vibrations is MTVNHD`s  brand new 

concert series, presenting best performances from some of the top music acts in high definition! In June, it`s Cee Lo 
Green live from London. During this one-hour special, Cee Lo best known for his critically acclaimed work with Gnarls 
Barkley as well as successful solo career will perform his favorite tracks from The Lady Killer album, including  hits such 
as Forget You, Old Fashioned, It`s OK, among others.  Be sure to check out the whole performance this June on 
MTVNHD! (HD) 
 
00:30 UNCOMPRESSED Uncompressed is a weekly link and clip show, providing people with unknown facts, 

concerning music and talents. The show is hosted by Samatha Rowley. 
 
02:00 MAKING THE PERFORMANCE This summer, MTVNHD will visit 10 top music festival in Europe to give you 

an exclusive, behind the scenes VIP pass! Our VJ Alex will be there to catch all the action and talk to the talent including 
Muse, Kasabian, 30 Seconds to Mars, Kate Nash, Cypress Hill, Slayer, Fatboy Slim, and many, many more. The first 
festival on the bill is Germanys biggest summer event Rock Am Ring, while the second - Poland` Heineken Open`er 
Festival. Whats next? Stay tuned, and you wont be disappointed! (HD) 
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03:00 AFTER HOURS Music through the night. 

 

 
 

 
 


